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Definition of the s-coordinate for Graphical Plots Along the LCLS Beamline 

 
 

Introduction 

The LCLS injector will introduce a new beamline section at a 35-degree angle to the existing linac, 
and the new undulator transport lines will extend the linac many hundreds of meters beyond the 
beam switch yard (BSY).  Although LCLS undulator and linac coordinates have been defined in a 
previous document [1], these coordinates are used for engineering drawings and charged particle 
optics calculations (MAD).  In this previous document, two different beamline coordinates are 
introduced: a linac z-coordinate measured parallel to the existing linac (a 4.7-mrad downward pitch 
angle, or 0.27°) with sector-21 beginning precisely at z = 2032 m, and an undulator z′ (i.e., z-prime) 
coordinate (also called LCLS coordinates) measured parallel to the undulator (perpendicular to the 
local gravity vector in the middle of the undulator) with station-100 beginning precisely at z′ = 0 m. 
 
In addition to these coordinates, a need also exists for a more global, less rigorous longitudinal 
beamline coordinate, which continuously spans both linac and undulator coordinates, is consistent 
with the existing linac beamline components, and is not altered by the variable strength bunch 
compressor chicanes (in the sense of an accordion).  Unlike the z and z′ coordinates in Ref. [1], 
which are straight-line coordinate axes, this new s-coordinate follows the curving beam path and will 
be used only for graphical plotting of data anywhere along the LCLS beamlines.  This coordinate 
will not be used for any engineering or optics calculations, but simply as a properly scaled and 
consistent graphical display coordinate.  The s-coordinate will be stored in the database of each 
component in the normal ‘Z’ slot.  The definition of the s-coordinate follows. 
 
s-Coordinate Definition 

The MAD output files (http://www-ssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/linac/optics/) are separated into 
both linac-coordinate files, and LCLS-coordinate files (see definitions above).  Within these files are 
columns for x (= “Y Coor”) [2 ], y (= “Z Coor”), and z (= “X Coor”) coordinates of each 
component (in the appropriate coordinates for that file).  In addition, a separate column lists the 
total integrated path length of the electron beam as “SUM(L)”, which starts at a value of zero at the 
cathode.  The z (or z′) coordinate is always a straight line, and in the case of the injector, each 
component location is measured as a projection onto the existing linac z-coordinate, which is 35° 
off-axis (see Figure 1).  This means that the actual (physical) distance between any two injector 
components, as measured in the direction of the beam, is larger than the difference of their z-
coordinates by a factor of 1/cos(35°) ≈ 1.2208, assuming these two components are both upbeam of 
the first injector bend magnet, BX01 (see Figure 1 at z ≈ 2032.0 m). 
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For this reason, the linac z-coordinate is not a good dimension to use in graphical plotting of data 
along the injector beamline.  In this case, SUM(L), with adjusted origin (see below) is the better 
choice.  The linac z-coordinate is, however, a good choice for any component downstream of the 
second injector bend magnet, BX02 (see Figure 1). 
 
Since the linac is pitched downhill by about 4.7 mrad (i.e., 0.27° with respect to gravity), and is 
straightened by a pair of weak vertical bending magnets (BY1 and BY2) after the linac (see Figure 2), 
the linac z-coordinate is no longer a good choice after these vertical bends.  With these complications, 
a recipe for calculating s at any LCLS electron beamline device is prescribed below. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  For the LCLS injector beamline, each component location is measured as a 
projection onto the existing linac z-coordinate, which is 35-degrees off-axis. 
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Figure 2.  The SLAC linac is pitched downhill at an angle of about 0.27° and is straightened 
by a pair of weak vertical bending magnets (BY1 and BY2) after the linac.  The s-coordinate 
is chosen as the linac z-coordinate for all components after the injector BX02 bend, but 
before the BY1 bend.  Beyond this, SUM(L) is again used with appropriate offset. 

 
Recipe for Calculating the s-Coordinate 

The s-coordinate is not presently listed in the MAD output files.  Although the precise locations of 
all devices along this coordinate will be fixed (finalized) in the near future, there may still be small 
variations in their final values as the mechanical beamline design continues.  Therefore it is useful to 
describe a simple recipe for calculating the s-coordinate of any component in the LCLS beamline, 
based on the MAD output files.  This recipe is listed below: 
 

1. For any LCLS component upbeam of the BX02 magnet (inclusive), the s-coordinate is 
defined as: s = SUM(L) + 2014.706 meters. 

2. If the laser-heater chicane in the injector is switched ON to its nominal value (see BXH1, 
BXH2, BXH3, BXH4 magnets in Figure 1), there will be a very small increase in the values 
of SUM(L) beyond this point.  This error is only 4 mm and can be ignored for these simple 
plotting purposes.  The nominal definition of s is with the laser-heater chicane dipoles 
switched off. 

3. For all LCLS components downbeam of the BX02 magnet, but upbeam of the BY1 magnet, 
the s-coordinate is defined exactly as the linac z-coordinate quantity listed in the MAD output 
files (or “X Coor” in the EXCEL-formatted files) [3]. 

4. For all LCLS components downbeam of the BY1 magnet (inclusive), the s-coordinate is 
based on SUM(L) from the MAD output file, which is in linac coordinates. In this case, s is 
defined with the following formula: 

00 )()( LSUMLSUMzs −+= , 
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where z0 is the linac z-coordinate at the entrance to BY1 (presently z0 = 3226.684 m), 
SUM(L) is taken from the MAD output file, and SUM(L)0 is the location of the entrance to 
BY1, (presently SUM(L)0 = 1212.010 m). 

 
Some key s-coordinates are listed here as an example.  Note these values may change very slightly in 
the long term, so this calculation recipe above should be used to verify the values (with the laser-
heater chicane dipoles switched off). 
 
Example Values of s 

Table 1.  Example values of s-coordinates at a few locations 
along the LCLS, from cathode to dump.  SUM(L) is not 
used between BX02 and BY1. 

Component Name SUM(L) [m] linac z [m] s [m] 

CATHODE 0 2017.911 2014.706 
QE03 11.567 2027.387 2026.273 
BX01 17.291 2032.081 2031.997 
BX02 19.055 2033.761 2033.761 
QM03 - 2034.278 2034.278 
BX11 - 2046.190 2046.190 
BX21 - 2413.646 2413.646 
Q50Q1 - 3046.142 3046.142 
BY1 1212.523 3227.197    3227.197 
BX35 1313.549 3328.214 3328.223 
QUM4 1541.107 3555.769 3555.781 
BYD1 1721.289 3735.949 3735.964 
QDMP2 1738.086 3752.697 3752.760 

 
Note it is not suggested to use the value of SUM(L) downbeam of the BX02 magnet because the 
BC1 and BC2 chicanes (i.e., the BX11,2,3,4 and BX21,2,3,4 dipoles) are variable in strength, and an 
altered setting will “accordion” the linac length, lengthening or shortening SUM(L) by up to several 
tens of millimeters.  On the other hand, the linac z-coordinate is not changed by these chicane 
settings. 
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[2] The column headers listed in the EXCEL-formatted output files are labeled with “X Coor” as 

z, “Y Coor” as x, and “Z Coor” as y (a separate header at the bottom of each column shows 
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this relationship).  This unfortunate and sometimes confusing mapping is chosen for 
consistency with the SOLID-EDGE computer design program in order to automate the 
mechanical layout. 

 
[3] Note that the linac z-coordinate is to be used here, not the LCLS z′-coordinate. The LCLS z′-

coordinate is only found in the LTU and safety dump MAD output files. 


